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It is a non-invasive and non-aggressive therapeutic 
method that allows rapid recovery. the characteristic of ZT 
CLINIC is the controlled and timed use of cryotherapy and 
thermotherapy. 

The benefits of the Cold/Hot and Hot/Cold therapy generated by ZT CLINIC are many:

CryoTherapy 
Today

AnAlgesic Action;

inhibitory Action on trigger points;

increAse of the microcirculAtion;

effective vAsculAr gymnAstics;

fAcilitAtion of muscle recruitment;            

reduction of stiffness;

recovery;         

increAse in locAl blood flow.

crushed ice cubes, gel, spray
Ice in the bathtub, ice tubs with water in circulation

no temperature control
rehAbilitAtion

recovery After 
intense phAse 
of work or 
After intense 
competition / 
effort 

TreaT 
aThLeTs

deAling with 
Acute phAse

Acute phAse 

deAling with 
chronic phAse

sub-Acute phAse 

TreaT 
INjurIes

reCovery 
sysTem

ZT CLINIC allows to obtain the best recovery 
after an injury or from functional overload 
pathologies, or in case of algic exacerbations 
of arthritic pathologies, thanks to the 
temperature control.

ZT CLINIC ZT CLINIC
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TodaY The ImmedIaTe TreaTmenT oF 
muscle InJurIesIs Is a prIorITY.

ZT CLINIC thanks to temperature control and 
thermal shock allows to speed up recovery times 
as the treatments are customizable for the 
various phases: acute and sub-acute.

ZT CLINIC allows you to modulate and customize 
treatments for each patient and to work on the 
area to be treated thanks to the soft anatomic 
bands, easily conformable to the area to be 
treated.

ZT CLINIC provides a series of preset programs 
for various diseases that can be easily consulted 
through the touch screen display.

IT Is possIble To memorIze The 
TreaTmenTs oF each paTIenT 
In order To applY The TreaTmenT 
In a TImelY manner.

ZT CLINIC
speeds up 
recoVerY 
TImes.

TreaTmeNT 
oF INjurIes
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TreaTmeNT 
oF aThLeTes

The high level athletes, who often make 
intense   efforts, need recovery to always be 
at their best and optimize their efforts. 

For all this to happen, muscle recovery is vital.

The management of the acute and chronic 
phase is very easy thanks to the perfect 
control of the temperature and treatment 
times, depending on the type of trauma to be 
treated. 

ZT CLINIC
Is The mosT eFFIcIenT 
Tool For Those aThleTes 
who wanT The maxImum 
recoVerY aFTer 
perFormances.

In the acute phase of an injury the restriction 
of the “ships” can be induced by the ice, which 
being a vasoconstrictor decreases the blood 
flow.

ZT CLINIC
Is The mosT suITable 
sYsTem aFTer pushIng 
Your bodY aT The lImITs.
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reCovery
sysTem

ZT CLINIC temperature controlled system helps you 
to recover from fatigue faster between workouts.

ZT CLINIC  allows to improve sports performance 
and therefore achieve better results.

The recovery program provided by ZT CLINIC is 
useful before training, after an intense phase of work 
or after an intense effort such as a competition.

ZT CLINIC, thanks to the controlled temperature 
and to the personalization of the treatment, makes 
it possible to recover faster, whether it be a routine 
workout or a high level competition where it is 
essential to give the maximum.

allows You To 
TraIn harder and 
geT beTTer resulTs.

lighter 
legs...

You go 
fasTer!

ZT CLINIC
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Medical device  
Cooling system without water or ice  
Temperature from -5 °c to + 45 °c
Controlled temperature 
Precision of the temperature
Touch screen with  multilingual display

ZT CLINIC PRO
Cooling in 90 seconds
Temperature from -5 °c to + 45 °c
Management of 4 arts at the same time

ZT CLINIC MED
Cooling in 7 minutes
Temperature from -5 °c to + 45 °c
Management of 2 arts at the same time

ZT CUBE
Cooling in 20 minutes
Temperature from -5 °c to + 45 °c
Management of 2 arts at the same time

MODELLI E CARATTERISTICHEZT CLINIC:
ZT CLINIC med/pro & ZT CuBe

aNaTomIC 
aCCessorIes
The cold/hot are conveyed through insulated 
pipes and thermo-enveloping with velcro strips.

the anatomic bands remain soft in any condition 
and can easily be adapted to the part to be treated.

thanks to the use of the “T” tube, two 
treatments can be carried out simultaneously 
in two different parts of the body.

the Zt clinic system offers A complete 
rAnge of specific rAnges for eAch pArt of 
the body.



medisport s.r.l.
via acque alte 23

04010 borgo podgora (latina) -  Italy
Tel: +39 0773 636100

Fax: +39 0773 636002
www.medisport.it

info@medisport.it
http://store.medisport.it

Do You WaNT To KNoW 
More DeTaILs oN  ZT CLINIC? 

Get in CoNTaCT with our sales staff
They will answer your questions:

Ask for a quotation: 
export@medisport.it

the expert Answers:
expert@medisport.it

look up our scientific references at our website
www.medisport.it


